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Standard ICF Features

ICF
Integrated Crop Flow System

The ICF auger height adjustment permits easy modification
of the auger profile to the trough.

The industry’s toughest gathering chains ensure an efficient and durable transfer of the crop.

ICF

I NTEGRATED�CROP�FLOW�SYSTEM

Start harvesting
by your
own rules!
The ICF-System offers a wide variety of
options to equip your Geringhoff corn
head to perfectly meet your very own
demands.
More options for greater efficiency!
No field is like the other. Only you know
the characteristics, and you know
that field and harvesting conditions
can vary every season. Do not let
harvesting conditions control your
yield. Harvest by your own rules and
optimize your profitability - year after
year.
The ICF-System consists of seven
individuell functions, made to seemlessly work with your Geringhoff
corn head – ensuring you can meet any
challenge your field has to offer.

ICF

The optimized auger pitch gently conveys your yield, increasing flow as material advances towards the feeder house.

Integrated Crop Flow System

English

To guarantee greatest performance and maximum flexibility
the ICF-System features hydraulic deck plate adjustment.
To meet changing demands Geringhoff’s poly angle can be
easily adapted to your specific needs. Fine tune the angle
of your snouts to match crop conditions. Simply turn the
adjustment knob to achieve infinitely variable adjustments
without the need for tools.

End Row Augers (optional)
End Row Augers can be mounted on both the left and right side
of the header. More effective than any end row shield, End Row
Augers create confidence in any tough or tall crop conditions.
In-cab control reduces crop loss as well as bunching and lodging.

Crop Sweeper (optional)
Rely on the optional ICF Sweeper to power you through even the
toughest conditions when all others have come to a halt. Substantially increase speeds and yield in any condition and reduce
your combine hours. An integrated design offers a clean, sleek
appearance with convenient fore/aft and up/down adjustments
at the touch of a button.
Detaches quickly if you prefer but you’ll learn that an ICF Sweeper
is the future of corn harvest.
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